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AN IMPROVEMENT OF THE PROVISIONS OF THE
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE FOR SIMPLIFIED

PROCEEDINGS

Paper examines the simplified legal proceedings in administrative legal proceedings
in the context of the amendments to the Code of Administrative Justice of Ukraine
regarding the clarification of the administrative procedure. Simplified proceedings are
considered in the context of the analysis of the implementation procedure (stage) and
through the prism of the comparative characteristic with the procedure for the
implementation of the general lawsuit. Legal procedure for reviewing a public-law dispute
in the court of first instance is considered, namely the sequence of execution of separate
procedural actions, according to the rules of general and simplified lawsuits on the subject
of procedural changes. The general order is delimited from written one within the framework
of simplified lawsuit.

The procedural sequence of the changes and the mechanism of acquiring administrative
cases of minor, typical and exemplary status are analyzed. The peculiarities of the connection
between the form of legal proceedings and the category of administrative case as a
procedural basis for consideration of a public-legal dispute are considered in the analysis
of articles 4 and 12 of the Code of Administrative Justice.

Insignificant public-legal dispute is interpreted as a case in which no preparatory
proceedings or court sessions are required for full and complete establishment of the
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circumstances, and in which the peculiarities of consideration of cases under the rules of
simplified proceedings are applied (Articles 257–263 of the Code of Administrative Justice).
It is noted that consideration of the case by the rules of simplified proceedings clarifies
the procedure of execution of general proceedings, excluding the possibility, to prepare a
preparatory court sitting within the preparatory stage, which is realized after the decision
on opening the proceedings in the case is made.

It is proved that the upgrading of the provisions of the Code of Administrative
Justice aimed at improving the administrative procedure for reviewing public legal disputes
as regards the delimitation of forms of administrative justice is a positive step of the
legislator in the framework of judicial reform aimed at the insurance of the right to a
high-quality, accessible and fair trial.

On the basis of the analysis of the provisions of the Code of Administrative Justice,
it has been established that the selection of cases of insignificant complexity, the priority
of consideration of which should be an expedited period of consideration, requires a
separate legal regulation in the provisions of the Code of Administrative Justice.

Keywords: administrative case, administrative-judicial proceedings, legal procedure,
simplified proceedings, general proceedings, public-legal disputes, insignificance.
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